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ON A BOUNDARY-DATA OPERATOR AND GENERALIZED
EXTERIOR ROBIN PROBLEMS FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Orientation

Ne ,hall exaniine boundar. -%alue problems for the Hielmholtz, or reduced \,ave, equation
At 1 K' u = 0 in an esterior domrain It, in IR, under the Sommerfeld radiation condition and a
houndary condition ot' the form

+ B(uI') = g. (1.1)

Here, g is a specified element of the Hilbert space H. "= L 2(1'). F := afl, B:H,,-H,, is a given
linear operator, and a u/O and u IF in H, denote, respectively, the normal derivative and trace of u on
r in a "normal-L, sense" already employed by various investigators. Always supposing K to be complex
and nonzero with Im K > 0, we shall require boundedness of B and dissipativeness of i' ' B, i.e..

Ref iB , dF < o, .IEH, (1.2)

for some that must lie in a certain complex set Z. constructed from K. In particular, it will be seen
that Z. always contains K itself, so that the operator of multiplication by a function or in L (W) satisfy-
ing Im (K r) > 0 is an example of a B that is acceptable within the present framework The latter spe-
cial case constitutes the more usual Robin, or impedance, or third, boundary condition that has already
been studied in various settings. Thus, Leis III obtained uniqueness and existence results for continu-
ous data g, with a real continuous or taken to be nonpositive when linK > 0. Under the more general
hypotheses that ,r be complex and continuous, with Im(K(r) > 0, and still for continuous g, the
corresponding assertions are developed in the book of Colton and Kress 121 Angell and Kleinman
[3,41. gave the first discussions of the Robin problem under weaker conditions on g and (r, requiring
that the boundary condition be fulfilled in the normal-L, sense (our terminology) adopted here
Specifically, in Ref. 3 it was assumed that g and r- are in L-(F), while the inclusion g EtH,, was
allowed in Ref. 4, retaining the hypothesis Im(Kfr) > 0 throughout There appear to he some errors in
the former work, most notably in the proof of Ref 3, Theorem 3 6. while the results of Ref 4 rest
upon those in Ref 3, this gap can be filled by using the results of Kersten 151 if the boundary manifold
in Ref 3 is supposed to be of class C> Finally, Angell and Kress study in Ref 6 a boundary-integral
reformulation of the exterior Robin problem that differs from that of Ref 3, again for g C H,,
r L (r), and /m(k r) >_ 0. At any rate, the present study of exterior problems with boundary condi-
tion described by (I .I ) and (I 2) appears to he a considerable generaliiation of those undertaken previ-
ously Indeed. the condition here can be of a global type when B is, for example, an integral operator

)ur strategy consists of replacing the original problem with one involving an operator in I,,. In
this respect, the present approach does not differ from those cited, but the method employed here in

* ~ ~ 'lhir -p~~' i r~ Junc W 199

I.
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the development of the reformulation is ne\P All of our reasoning is based upon the "boundary-data"
operator .41I,-,, that maps Neumann data to the corresponding I)irichlet data for appropriate outgo-
ing solutions of the Ilelmholtz equation in Q . Using the well-known existence result for the classical
exterior Neumann problem, we prove in §6 the existence of the compact operator A in H, which per-
forms just this mapping, and we identify various of its properties. In particular, it turns out that - i A
is "strictly dissipative" whenever lies in the set Z., i.e.,

Ref (-i Af)- fd "< 0, fEH,, .f * 0, E Z.. (1.3)

The combination of (1.3) and the postulated property (1.2) then leads to the assertion that
I+B.4H,,-I,, is injective. and so possesses a bounded inverse defined on II,. whence the existence
and continuous-dependence results for the original problem are shown to ensue. Uniqueness also fol-
lows from this circumstance but is proven directly in §3 (using (1.2)). where it is also shown that any
solution must possess the "Green's-Theorem-type" representation in terms of its Dirichlet and Neu-,
mann data In fact, the statements of §3, involving a generalization of the classical divergence theorem
quite similar to that gi',en in Ref 3, are fundamental for the entire construction Especially important
is Corollar. 3 5. extending results in Refs. I and 2, since it enables us to secure (1.3) and provides the
basis for the definition of the set Z. given in §2 cl'. also, the remarks preceding Corollary 3 5

A e must note that we require I to be of class ( *. i.e. , we consider only smooth boundaries, the

compactness of 4 arises from this hypothesis It is interesting to consider how the reasoning would
chan!'.: tl I %ere supposed to be, sa , only piecewise smooth There. one would expect to he able to
show that I 4 HA is injective and [-redholm of index zero, assuming that the basic reasoning could be
carried o'er in some appropriate manner

-ollowing the requisite comments on notation, in the remainder of this section, we proceed in §2
to the formulation of the generalized exterior Robin problem, including the description of the normal-
L, manner in ,hich boundary data are to be taken on. As noted, §3 is devoted to securing an exten-
sion of the classical divergence theorem and its consequences. A short catalogue of the properties of
single- and douhle-laer potentials and associated integral operator, appears in §4 In §5, we establish

S.- . notation tor a certain distinguished family of radiating-wave functions in U .. and point out the
. existence (If such families The houndar,-data operator .4 is studied in §6 The existence and

* -" continuous-dependence results are stated and proven in §7, fol)lowing which, in §8, we take up the
t question of generating further results upon which one can base numerical algorithms for the computa-

tion of the sOlution It is to be obsered that each of the schemes presented is viable without regard
for the particular value of K In §9 we remark on the implications for the exterior l)irichlet problem,
and in §10 we :onclude by indicating various directions in which one might attempt to extend the rea-
soning to other problems In particular, the final section contains an existence, uniqueness, and
continuous-dependence result that is superior to that of §7. and it is indicated that the arguments of §8
can be carried o, er

1.2 Notalion

[he standard set-theoretic notations are employed For example, if U and [ are sets with LC V,
then F ( denotes the complement of L' taken with respect to V

When the range of lunction g lies in the domain of function I. we denote the resulting composite
map b I ti. The l'unction wAhich is the restriction of a function I to a subset U ol its domain is indi-
cated by eithcr I U or III

For a subset t of- a topological space, .I I and ,:I denote. respectivel - the interior, lo-
sure, and boundary of I

"WI

r. ',,, ~- . s * i
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I he staindard inner product of the elements xand Iin Vf shall be denoted hy vev,. the
(irrespond~ng normi ok h. It should cause nlo confusion to let 141 also stand for the modulus of

Gi . dent(s he ci Lnjugate it l I or the open ball tC IRH - x. i < a 1in LH of' radius a > 0 and
centredat IR',we write k H

L' eltL he a subset of IR tl ) denotes the complex linear space of' all complex-,.alued continu-
('us nctIOns on L When L is compact, let it be understood that (U)' is equipped with its
Nuprnopp-noi rm ti potog , in thea hse ne.Cof a stipulation to the contrary By C( IU I we shall mean the

acollection (it hounded H older-continuous elements of' C( U1), i.e. , tho se bounded I E C( U~) for which

there exist - 1) and] 13, > 1) such that i /h )- I ,%) ,Ii - v !" for all v. YEU. If
it t t is defined only on tL and w~e write I (L., ), then we tmpl that U , for some

j i hatI It ) and pos~sesses a (unique) co~ntinuous extension to L,

I ctit1 he ant open subset oit IH. and let k be a positiole integer As usual. ( 1 )U [ Cl'i ( Q ) is
the set (11 all elemnents of I it2 ) that possess in 12 all partial derivatives ot orders not exceeding k and
cai.h 'i Atii.h lices in ( '1) 1 rest)p tin (i d2( The first partial deriivative oif' I C (k (Q ) with respect
t, the ! r _irtcsian (lordinate is denoted h I. more generally. if' (i = ( n'(k is a 3-index of'
o~rder it t A , then the loth partial derivative of / is written I . Whenever

112 aind 12 satisfies I? C1 12 C 11 . bi the inclusion I E C( (12,, ) we shall mean that each par-
tial1 den'. ati'.: ( o / LAn be exotended continuousk toi Q_.

\(,\A, upp )se that I, I~ poi ii I integer and it is a compact two-dimensional manifold ot class
in tR i, Ret I or I I Athe space VI ) is defined in the standard manner as the

I'llck.1i t iAll I tIif UL1h that I t h CI t 11 (I henexer t is, a coordinaite patch on Ml and
I A s aN I ordinate I unction 1,r t

I tic preceding def initions ha, e ob'.ious generalizations bor A =and also for Vf-valued func-
twits I oPr the latter. %e use the notatlions CII i '). ( ((1 if V. vit. , to indicate the corresponding
SpatLe l IMn tioN I busN. It I C ' ( 2.I grad I CM C2 ) denotes the gradient (if' / If /' E Ci(A,
then line .tn del inc a surface gradient Grad I I At A as in Colton and Kress 121. With these
authors, we deie V i~ I ito be the set ot all t)ie ICCl All fir which Grad I E ( *0 (413)

e sh U ld pioit u t tUIhat1, beca use of t he com pac tness of- V, one can show that C(M )t C ('11 (l),

wAhile it V. is (d class (.thenC I1((A

I Ct \1 hl- .u rireiSUre NtaCC. ith piisiti'.e measure JA [or I <_ p1 < K L1, (M)1 denotes the collec-
tin l I icq i \ n1L c Lisses (it ~I kimple \ Ai -measurable f unctiioifs I defined Al -a e on Ni and such that

fJ / I d w hile I . (M Aleniites, the tillet tion ot essentialk hounded g -measurable functions
tit: nedi p -a c in N1 I al h i it these spacs is, I() be pril'.ided with Its usual norm, under which it is a
liiria~ h q),it c IlTi 11.UttiLL ar the Ie sgue mecasure on W shall be detioted bo. A, and the Lebesgue
tieasure I irilLhcd bl At i the mnitok ~l it (dLss (Iin IR is written A%, f or a de'.eliipment of-the
klicte 'ticie )r~l,uitii Ret X

I ct // he a Ifihent spakoe I hec o)rthiigial onifiplecrnr ot a set t -/1 shill he written I It' L
ill A linearT (iplhr tenrse' kit tied in // with range itn HI. Its I Ililbert-spacet 1dtimiin is deniited hn L*-
JdInl ill SpMLe and)( ri11ige Jre' leniotl h. ~ 0/ 1 aid( ( L, ). respeoti'.el, It / I,,i hounded, Its norni
shmill hr dented~k h.i h'-nv 1hr im T, i )nItI The s\ mhil I indicates the oOSuLi Hlilbert space

* -(it ill .,mnijilc\ scqtiences I , w~ih

I inalk marks the timnplction (it a proof



ALLAN G DALLAS

2. FORMULATION OF THE GENERALIZED EXTERIOR ROBIN PROBLEM

We begin by imposing conditions that are to remain in force throughout for the underlying data.
Let 11 be a bounded subset of iR3 that is regularly open (i.e., 1L_ is the interior of its closure), and
the boundary F:= an- of which is a two-dimensional manifold of class C2. Then it_ lies locally "on
one side" of 1. while the latter is oriented by the unit-normal field v on F which is "exterior" relative to
11, so that, for each xEF, x+sv(x) lies in the exterior region lt+ := IR3\fI - for all sufficiently small
positive s. In fact, because of the regularity of (I - and F, one can show that there exists s, > 0 such

*. that

.V+Sv0_0 E fi I.

x-sv(x)E _1 whenever xErand0 < s < s,,, (2.1)

cf., e.g., Ref. 8. It is also required that [!+ be connected. Further consequences of the geometric
assumptions shall be pointed out as they are needed.

By I,, we denote the tlilbert space L,(F) with the inner product <- >, and associated norm
1I*Il. given by

t1, ,J

< fg > =Jgdk, .,gEL 2(l').

K shall be a fixed nonzero complex number with imK > 0 if Im K = 0, then we shall suppose that
K > 0. With K we associate the subset Zc G defined by

Ef C lR, > 0) = (0,oo), if liK= 0,

Z:= E a Im o, Im (4-2) 0, (2.2)

and {m l} 2 + 1Im((2))2 > 0), ifmK > O.

Clarifying remarks are in order here. The motivation for the definition of Z. will become clear as we
proceed. although its ultimate origin is to be found in Corollary 3.5, infra. As examples, we point out
that K itself clearly always lies in Z., while K2E Z. when linK = 0, but if linK >0, then K2EZ, [/J
ReK > 0 (if Im K > 0. then K'E Z. I/f! m (K2) > 0, which happens in this case iff Re K > 0). It will be
important later to know that Re 1() > 0 whenever 4E Z., with strict inequality obtaining if Im K = 0.
Indeed, if the latter equality should hold, obviously Re(s) = 4K > 0 for 4EZ,. Now suppose that
Im > 0 and 4E Z, then Im 4 > 0 and

Im (4k ={ (ReK) 2 - (Imi) 2I lm - 2.mK.ReK.Re 0

so

* Im K Im + 2.ReKRei > (ReK) 2.1m/ImK > 0.

Thus, if ReK.Re4 < 0, we get

Re(jK) - linKlrM+ ReK-Re4

> linK lm + 2 ReK Re4 > 0,

while if R('K Re4 > 0, then certainly Re(4) > 0 This proves the assertion. It may be helpful to
observe that the inclusion ,- Z. implies that , e 0 and constitutes a condition on the argument of

relative to that of K In fact, if we write K = K,, C (K,, >0, 0 < < 70) and =4,,e

(4,, > 0 0 < 70 , then a bit of computation reveals that

4

".'-.

*, + © "a*(: r ,ll 'l mm m ,,,- ,, ,m ,+ ,, ,, "I .,, ,, * '- "F - -p . . .
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4E Z. if max 10,20 - 7d < O < min7r.20) and

both inequalities are strict if OK = -2-
2

Returning to our listing of hypotheses, we finally suppose that there has been given a bounded
linea- operator B:H,,-H, (which may depend upon K) with the property that

there exists (gE Z. with Im <!Bf,f > > 0 for all fEH, (2.2)

We wish to examine problems generated by the Helmholtz equation

A U +K
2
U = 0 (2.3)

in 1 +, the Sommerfeld radiation condition

lim
p-o0 p'{r egrad u(pr)- iKu(pr) ) = 0 uniformlyin T for Ir = 1, (2.4)

"a
and the boundary condition

-u + B(uIF) =

in Ahich g is a given element of /I,, and Ou/Ov, u It E HI,, are to be interpreted in some reasonable
manner as, respectively, a normal derivative and trace of u on F'. Before being more precise in the for-
mulation of these problems, we must specify the sense in which these boundary-data functions are to
be associated with an appropriate function u.

For this purpose, we define N, :I'-IR3 for any s E R by setting
"p."

N ,(x ) := x+ sv(x), x E "1 . (2.5) [ '

I

Now, if" QI, is an open set containing I and -fE C'(f fl l ), then f N, and v-I (grad). Nj are

defined and continuous on I' for all sufficiently small positive s, because of (2.1 ), so it is sensible to
ask for the convergence of the associated function-valued maps, as s-O', in, say, either of the Banach
spaces C(I') or L, (') (p > I). With this motivation, we introduce the following terminology. .

2.1 Definitions

Let It, C IR be an open set containing 1', and p Et[.).

liralr ,m

(i) Let /E('(IZ.N ,) (resp., fE((Af)fl, Jr)]. If E - f N, Iresp., EO, N,)I 0(t
exists in the Lp (F')-sense, then we shall say that .f has a normal trace on i in the LP -sense, and denote

the limit by /'I( [resp., (v f)1fI

(ii) Let IE ((! n l, ), so that grad f E C! r) II -,r). If gradfI has a normal trace on F in

the L-sense, i.c., if E O * v. (grad ) N, I exists in the LP(lI1-sense, then we shall say that I hasa
normal derivative on V in the Lp-sense, and denote the limit by 1. , (C= (, 9grad / Hi' If this limit

exists in the L . (')-sense, i.e., in the C(Fl)-sense, then we shall say that f has a normal derivative on V
in the uniform sense, and denote the limit by f,.

5 a

'9 .'a.
) %•. .



ALLAN G DALLAS

2.2 Remarks

Let fI. be as in §2.1 and 1 < p< q < 0.

lir
(a) Let f E C(1-1- n fi): then it is easy to see that E-O + foN. exists in the uniform sense and

equals ftI, the restriction of f to F, by the compactness of F, then f1' exists and equals fJ1 . The
corresponding conclusions hold for vector-valued functions.

v'-.,

(b) Again using the compactness of F, we know that C(F) C Lq (r)C Lp (F), with convergence in
C(F) implying convergence in Lq (F) to the same limit, and convergence in Lq(F) implying conver-
gence in LP (F) to the same limit. Thus, for fEC(fl+flt.-), the existence of fl~q implies that of f I(
and f iq = ]t'I; for f EC' (i.,.fn 1 1.), the existence of either f, or .f, q implies that of .,P and the
equality of the limits. In the sequel, we shall generally use simple facts like these without comment.

(c) Let f E Ct(f1n fn1 ), so that gradf in 1 , n fl1 possesses a continuous extension (grad f)
lir

to fl-, Nlf1 . Just as in (a), we can conclude that the uniform limit f,,(:=E-O0 ,(gradf) N,
exists and equals v *(grad f)-I, (whence f,.P also exists and equals f,). If we should have
f E C1( i ), then f, v = * (gradf) It, the "usual" expression, in this latter situation, we shall write f,,
in place of f,,.

(d) We could also consider functions defined in an fi -neighborhood of F, formulating defini-
tions and making remarks analogous to those just set forth. We shall suppose that this has been done.

No" "e introduce the sorts of functions in which we shall be most interested:

2.3 Definitions

(i0 Let I be a complex function with domain in it , and containing fi 1f fn for some open 11
. containing I'. If the restriction of J to i, .On fi, is in Ct(fn+On fi /), then we shall say that f is L,-

regular at Itl both f1 1
2 and 1',. exist; when .f has this property, we shall refer to f[ 1and , as the

Dirichh't data and the Neumann data ofJ, respectively. We make the same definitions when fi replacesp.-
- . in the preceding statement.

(it) The set 14(Q, :K) is the collection of all uE C2(il ') that are L,-regular at F. satisfy (2.3) in
11 . and for w hich (2.4) is true.

4 ( it I. K) is the family of outgoing wa,cs in which we choose to search for solutions of the exte-
rior boundary-'.alue problem that we pose now.

2.4 The (generalized Exterior Robin Problem ER(glB,K):

Recall the hypotheses placed upon f!., K, and H. For gE !,,. show that there exists prccisely one
corresponding u, €E ( .,K) such that

+ Bu = , . (2 6)

. rtain tcrmri hnolog is n',, en ent L.e t ( F(I) and -,upp( se that there cxist, the s(olution funk-

t iol 4 Io)r 1I. R ,"  
B.K) if to, ( i . and I..., cxists, w c shall refer to u. as a ieaA i, .(la si, o(il % olultm

f11 I/IOl. w hile it u, IM - C . w. s, hall sa. that the solution function is (lasstatl For any v ( I/,.

I R t' I).,K) is termed the uirrespori ng extaior .%\rmann prohl'm In this language, we can alread%

assert that the exterior Neumann prohlern I IR(,'().) V, ssoable and. m(oreocr, the solution tunction
is weak Llassi.lal. for an. % -  (i ). ( f .t'.,, , 12. Theorem 3 25. pursuant to the appriopriate definitions

1%i or pp 68 and 761

6% %,% %
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In §3, we shall see that ER (0 1 B, K) has only the trivial solution. In §7, it is shown that there
exists a solution function for ER (g B, K) whenever g E U,, and that the resultant solution mapping
depends continuously upon g and B, in a sense to be made precise. The hypothesis (2 2) enables us to
obtain the existence and uniqueness results in a very simple manner, once certain preliminaries have
been established.

Careful distinction should be made between the normal trace on F in the L-sense, considered
here, and the more familiar trace that is shown to exist for a function lying in an appropriate Sobolev
space (cf.,,, [91). In Refs. 10, 11, and 12, Mikhailov studies the Dirichlet problem for an elliptic
()perator with real coefficients in a domain such as Q? , satisfaction of the boundary condition being
required in the L-normal-trace sense. lie points out that such a formulation is more general than that
in terms of the Sobolev space /1(11 ). since the set of Sobolev traces on Y of functions in the latter
space does not even include (() and so is a proper linear submanifold of t,, := L('). Further
Ilormtion concerning the history of the idea of the normal trace in the L,-sense is to be found in
Rets 10, II. and 13.

3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE DIVERGENCE THEOREM AND ITS COROLLARIES

-ngell and Klcinman [31 give a generalization of the classical divergence theorem, for a function
in ( I.ll G). the components of which have normal traces on Oil in the L,-sense. there. Q CRi3 is a ,

hounded open set with all of class (" and possessing "approximating parallel surfaces" in a certain
sense oTheorem 3.5 of Ref. 3). However, this version of generalization does not suffice in the applica-
tions for which the intended it (u. Corollaries I and 2 and Theorem 3.7 of Ref. 3) Required there
i•s a statement in which the normal traces on a Q exist in the LI-sense, which can evidently be obtained
under the hypotheses of Ref. 3.

Following the lead in Ref. 3, we shall give a slightly different generalization of the classical diver-
gence theorem. based upon the idea of the normal trace for a vector-valued function. To facilitate the
applications that we have in mind, we shall cast all statements in terms of H , and Q . although it will
be clear that we could have first derived results for any bounded open set possessing the same regular-
it as .

Let us introduce some convenient notation: we set

r= x , dist (x, ') inl I - x > -E for f > 0. (3.1)

and

H(R fl n BR (3.2) -

whenever 11 C E- IR , and R > 0. Further, let

, V -- . E i. , e (3.3)

Finallt. we write

I 0. (34)

Recall the h.potheses placed upon H2 ind I Let ,, R and R 0 he ,h(-,cn so that ,

7
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SW(i) Suppose that]f E CI(Qj (E3) has a normal trace on F in the LI-sense. Then

i lint

E-0 f div f' dx = Tft (vo/*)' dxI + 'a B ".R" dX(," p, . (3.5)

%(i60 Let x E 1, and suppose that fE C' (0 \jXL3) has a normal trace on I' in the LI-sense.
Then, if R is also such that xE BR (x,,), and 8 > 0 is chosen so that B(x) C Q (R; x,),

,. , t~im f £

EO +  div f d = T G I d Xr + f BR f dhaBR()ii R o , B • - " O

fa-B( )p *f d X8fi,,). (3.6)
.

Proof: We shall prove only the statements corresponding to "+"; the reasoning for those correspond-
ing to "-" does not essentially differ.

We begin by citing a number of facts that can be proven on the basis of the regularity assump--%

tions concerning f- and I'; cf. [81: there exists a positive % such that for 0 < E < E),

a)(a) Q is a regularly open set, a It+ is a manifold of class C', N, (W) = a'i .l ,and N,: IF- Q
is a diffeomorphism-,

.-., (b) a unit normal to all ' at j, E oq *, directed "inward" relative to 0 i. is given by v(Nf' ()),
and v .V, ' C'(al,;ff 3 ), here, N, t denotes the inverse of N,: F - ail

(c) there exists a positive continuous function JN, on I' (the "generalized Jacobian") such that if
hE Lj(a(Q.), then hN, E L,(F) and

fill . h dxhfl, = fL (h N,) JN,dXL.

Moreover.

linit
(d) E-) d., = I in L . (F), i.e., uniformly on I'.

There are corresponding statements Vor N , replacing A', and f I replacing 0" .

We proceed to the proofs.

• .- . t (0learly. we can suppose that E,, > 0 is such that (a). (b), and (c) are true and"" '" (llI(R .It 'U OB, (x,, for 0<,E < E,. since . c B(x,,). :or any such E, the classical

statement ()t the di~ergcnce theorem can he applied to produce

R d / dA fLi l. ) *' o: dx ll + fl , d XRj d , (3.7)

while (c) ,llows the transformation

il f v 'i A , JA1 N)I , I 1

v'',:,, Now, hv hpothcsi,,. G, * / I E -)' v (/ N,) exists in the 1. W1lI)-sense. whence, in tew of- (d).
e can Lonmlude that

.- .. "*,.
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E-O v ' (f A') JN, dA1 = ( *.f'( 1 ' d I.

From the latter equality and (3.7), (3.5) follows (for the "+" case).

(ii) Assumiig that R is such that xEBR (x,) (as well as 1! C BR (x,,), then Bh(x) C It (R-;x,,)
for all sufficiently small positive 8. Fix such a 8. Then we have both B,(x) C D" (R;x,,) and

". ' ( (R.x,,)\B,(x,) -) = 611 ' O aBR (X,,) U OB,(x,,) for all sufficiently small positive E. When the clas-
sical divergence theorem is applied to f in i! (R;x,,)\B (x,) for such E and the reasoning in the
proof of (i) is retraced, the result is (3.6) (for the "+" case). r.

From Theorem 3.1, we can proceed to derive extensions of the well-known consequences of the
classical divergence theorem. Several of these will be given, their proofs involve such familiar argu-
ments that we shall be as brief as possible in outlining the reasoning.

3.2 Corollary

Let u E (Q I have a normal derivative on I in the L 2-sense, and vE C ([.I have a normal
trace on I in the L -sense. Let x,, E R 3 and R > 0 be chosen so that ) --C BR(.,). Then

limE 0' f, { (vAu + grad v egradu} d X

=-T v u, ,2 dX, + , v ( gradu) dX!, (3.8)

Proof Again, we consider only the "+" case. Let f v grad u, so . E C (i (1j3 )[ir For all suffi-

ciently small E >0, we have v (Jz N,) = (vt, N,) v *{(grad u) NJ, while v112:= E-O* v N, and

u,:= 0- . * {(grad 0. NJ exist in H. Thus, use of Hi6der's inequality shows that

lim
(V f)' EO V( N,) v u in L (F),

t.e., / has the normal trace V1,2. u,2 on F in the L1 -sense. Now apply (3.5) to arrive at (3.8). Z.

The next two results are stated for functions defined in Q1 + but clearly have counterparts for func-
tions defined in Q (involving no radiation condition, of course).

3.3 Corollary

Let u,VE KW(QK ). Then

f U1 I[I V,} 2 U,} & 2 [ V 11 , 1 =N 0 . (3.9)

Proof . Since ImK > 0, we know that u (p7) and v (pr) are ) 1/1) as p--, uniformly in T for
7 r = I , following from the classical Green's-theorem representation for u and v, in the exterior of a

sufficiently large ball as an integral over the surface of' the ball. Write (3.8), reverse the roles of u and
v. and subtract the two equalities; with the fact just cited and the radiation condition fulfilled by u and
u, the integral over BR (x,,) must tend to zero as R ,. This implies (3.9).

9
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Now, we wish to show that each clement of 4 (it .- K) can be represented, as in the cla,,sica: Casc.
by an integral taken over ', involving its Dirichlet and Neumann data and a fundamental solution [or
the operator A+ K2. For the latter, we shall take E( ., given by

E(y"y-x e x.tv ER 3,x . (3.10)

Let E, and E, denote, respectively, the partial derivatives of E with respect to the jth Cartesian coor-

dinate of its primary and secondary arguments. When x E R 3, we shall write E, for the function
" y-E(x;v) in IR3\{x}. In keeping with these notations and those introduced already, we set

E,(v) v_) egrad E, Gy) v, (v) E, (x-.y), xER 3, v E'l\ (x),

and
3

v,(x)- E,,(xyv), xEr, vER3\(X}.

, Of course, for each x ER 3,E, is a solution of (2.3) in R 3\(x} and satisfies (2.4); in particular, when-
ever xE 1 it is clear that E, (more precisely, E, II) is an element of W4(1 2 K).

3.4 Corollary
r

Let aE 14 (Q:K). Then
) ft U 2 E U. 12} dh-, .~ l .(.1

u(x) = V u,, - .xEf

Proof: Fix .Efl_ Starting from statement (ii) of Theorem 3.1, we reason as in the proofs of Corol- 1,

laries 3.2 and 3.3 to arrive at the equality

, ,E, u, - E . 1.'u,2 dX, =-J WP9 (E, . gradu - u grad E, daB, ,, (3.12)

holding whenever B,(x)- C Q, i.e.. for all sufficiently small 8 > 0. In the usual manner, the limit,
_ as 8-0-, of the expression on the right in (3.12) is found to be 2u(x), whence (3.11) clearly follows.

2 In Ref. 2. Theorem 3.12. it is proven that when uEC 2 (1i)fn C(I)+.2.) satisfies (2.3) in fl, and
• (2.4), and possesses the uniform normal derivative u,,', then from the inequality

IM < Ku,, > >, 0 must follow the vanishing of u. The uniqueness statements for the various
exterior Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin problems, as well as the transmission problem, considered in
Ref. 2 are based upon this fact. Our next corollary subsumes this result, extending it in two directions.
The extension is of particular importance for present purposes, since it will give the desired uniqueness

- result directly here also, while providing the key to the existence proof when B 0. This corollary also
extends an implication of a result of Leis [I, Lemma 61, the proof of which has suggested the reasoning
that we are about to employ.

3.5 Corollary

Let u 1 (Q K). If/M < Ulj' u,, 2 > > 0 for some 4EZ,, then u = 0.

. Prool : For brevity, we shall write u,, := 1, grad u, B R = BR(0), and 11 (R:= 1 (R 0) (I) C IR )

, Using Corollary 3.2. for all sufficiently large positive R , we have

.. ,, ~im,•-
% t u, d, = '0 {K hu - grad 1" dA+ f J iiu, dA , , .

%% % '"i: r .
.. It)
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4.m , ~so. f or

n/m < ;u~f, u., > =-, 0f {- Irn( 1u'( + Irmn gradu} dA

lf Rp

Now suppose that , Z then the integrand figuring in the limit on the right is nonnegative, whence
an application (,I B Le, i's Theorem It 4, Theorem 12.221 allows the conclusion that the (finite) limit is
the integral oer Q , (R I Moreo,.er, using the radiation condition (2.4) and the estimate cited in the
proof of (orollar 3 3 (also tacitly used in the proof of §3.4), it is clear that
"utRr)ii tR = - tku(RrK + o(l/R) as R-oo, uniformly inr for Ir = I. Consequently,

""..: [i."l 4wu,, dAdB 8 R040 f BIU dA R + o(1), as R- .

Using these facts and assuming that im < 4u 1 ,u, 1
2 > > 0, we get

0 nIm <1u 1 ,u,: > - { -Im(K-2) 1 ,ul 2 dX + Im l. R L Igrad u2 dX

+ Re( )f u -dk,,, + o()

holding for all sufficiently large R > 0. Then the limit, as R--, of the expression on the right exists
and is nonnegative, whence the limit of the nonnegative expression in brackets must exist and equal
zero (recall, from §2. that R(-)>). In turn, the limit of each (nonnegative) term within the brack-

ets exists and equals zero. Now, if ImK = 0, then Im4 = 0 but Re(4;) = K > 0, and the vanishing of
u follows from Rellich's Lemma (which remains valid in the present setting, since it can be proven
without regard for the behavior near l' cf. 1151 or 12. Lemma 3.11 or Lemma 3.141): if Imr > 0, then
at least one of Im, -IM (4K2) is positive, from which it is easy to see that u = 0 in either case. Z

As anticipated, we can now easily prove:

e "3.6 Corollary

For each g~tt,,, ER(gIB.K) can have at most one solution function, i.e.. ER(OIB.K) has only
the trivial solution function.

Prool Let u E 14 (11 .K), with u,2 + Bu 2 = 0. Recalling (2.2),, 4! E Z. and

Im < 4!ul", > 1 < 4 14 ", Bul1" > =Im < Bu 1, u > >,0,

so Ii = 0.

4. SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-LAYER POTENTIALS. INTEGRAL OPERATORS

We have collected here the results concerning single- and double-layer potentials for the
Hlelmholtz operator and the allied operators in H,, that shall be needed subsequently

Ret,ifl the definition of' the fundlamental] 1,0ltitiii L and the associlitd flotations, that Aere
cstahlished in 3 ' hene,,cr (b-- LI(I in particular, for bh /,, ), the single-l,t er potential I and
the do hle:-laver poten tIil ;I hj are the complex functions defined in 11 U . h% setiing

[. 1}x) ,- h, dA,
11"l - 11 .

, d dX,

%"
Moil'%
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It is well known that 1,101 and 14{6) lie in (- (11 U 11 ,), in fact are real-analytic, and are solutions
of (2.3) in 12 U 11,. We write their restrictions to Q , and 11 as, respectively.

V {6} and W.{6} satisfy the radiation condition (2.4).

Whenever 6EH., it can be shown that, for X1 - almost every xE [,E,6 and E,,,(,(x. )0 are in
LI(F), and, moreover, that the functions SO and K46 defined by

Sb (x ) Jr E , d x, Xd , -alm ost every x E ',

K 6h(x ) : J- r E ,,, (x , ') 6 d X, I

are in H,. One can prove that the resultant linear operators S,K H,, -,, are compact. Their

(Hilbert-space) adjoints are also integral operators and are given by, or 6E H,,.

S*6 (x) = f •b d,

K*O(x) = f - dA , X, -almost every xE1.

A presentation of these facts in the case K = 0 can be found in Ref. 16, and the proofs given there can
be carried over to the present situation in a simple manner. By S. K and K we shall denote the
integral operators on H,, with the respective conjugated kernels. Thus, S = S* (since E(. ) is sym-

metric in its arguments), and it can be checked that K = (k) *. Observe that the latter operator is
generated by the kernel E,.,(v) = E , (xy). We are using here the operator notation of Ref 17.

We proceed to a listing of facts concerning these potentials and integral operators, pros iding for
each result a reference to the literature, where a proof is to be found Actually., Ginter 1181 concerns
himself with the potential-theoretic case, corresponding to K = 0, but his proofs can be easily modified
to yield certain statements that we are about to make. it is with this understanding that we shall cite

.1 Ref. 18.

4.1 Essentially Bounded Density

Let 6EL-(F): Then S6(x) exists for each xEFr, and S6ECH(I'); moreover, the definition
V10) (x):= SO(x) for xEF produces an extension of V(O) to all of R1 that is in CH(R 3 ) [181. Thus,
V, {0) E CH (n t ), with

,VJ04r - S6. (4.1)

S maps L_,(r) into CH(r).

4.2 Continuous Density

(i) S, K, and K map C(F) into CH('), S and K map Ci(l') into C1(10) (these follow from

Ref. 2, Theorem 2.30 and p. 62).

Now, let :E C(F) in (ii) to (iv) (certainly, the assertions of §4 1 hold for , in this case).

(ii) Each of V+!&) and V 140 has a normal derivative on F in the uniform sense, given by.

respectively,

V,{6L,=: O4 v *1(grad V,{6) N,,J =t + K b in ((F) (42)

12K',

1.. .12
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12, 1 heorem 2 I91. note that there a lower minus sign has been omitted in the definition of the nor-
nral deroaiies)

, ii) R .I (1 " C . I and 14 1 (i'H ). i.e. . each function can he continuously extended to

the indicated closure, and the restrictions of the extensions to I' are gien by, respec tiel ,

,,,,',~ ~ (b.1 1 v=¥ + k" 'h (4.3)

[2. Theorem 2131

i , There holds

-O*,L' *1( grad 14 ,1b) A,1 - ( .grad R 1.6) N ,1 0 in (1) (4.4)

12, Theorem 2 211. As an immediate consequence, we see that if either of 14 . 41.,'. 14 . is

known to exist, then the other must exist and there is equality, between the two limit', We shall refer

to this statement as the "uniform Lvapunov,-Tauber Theorem"

Let us introduce the linear manifold Nt in II,,

N,1 =  J (((') either . r. or 1 6,, exists}.

and the linear operator 14 N, -,, given by

alwars keeping in mind (iv) when working with 14 . It will follow from the results of §5. Corollary
i, i . and Corollary 6 12 that N"' is dense in II,

i If b ( (F ). then I (.1 ( H .). 1 ', the first partial deriatlves of . 16 in it., pOS-

1ess cont:nuous e\tensions to H . the extensions ying in ((H.. 12. Theorem 2 17!. while

S (. , (H. I [2, Theorem 2 161

*,- 1i If (b( (,'(l). then 14 . ( (',(it 12. Theorem 2231 In consequence. we have the
,e. inclusion ( (iF C N,' (c ' Remark 2 2 c)

4.3 Density in Ho

In the results that we are about to state, the assertions concerning convergence in II,, are proven

in Ref ". while those onerning con,ergcnce pointwise A -a c on I can he ,erified h% emplo. ing 'he

reasoning in Ref IS Let (b' tt,

,(iI ach of I . iand I b has a normal trace on I in the l--sense. gicn b

ter

%i S(l I "I .',i ,. ,t. in H, (4 5)

the li iting relaton,, indictticd also hold A, -,j on I

ii) l-a.h o .16l and I b has a normal deroi, , e on I in the I :-sens:. gi en bh

/rn
2ebLV 1= i() (grad 6I1}) N,) = +(h + A (h in Ht,. (46)

the indicated limiting relations also hold Xu -a e on I

13
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ii) Fach of 14 , 1b} and 14 ((M has a normal trace on I in the L,-sense. gi en by

Ifn

14 W}= EO' 4 , b[ .4, +b + K in II,,, (4,7)

the limiting relations indicated also hold , -a.e. on 1'.

(iv) There holds

11m
,E--0"(vo[(grad 14 . ( ) ., - v, [(grad R' (}) N ,J} = 0 in II. (4.8)

Consequently, if either of 4 Ihb)[.2, 14 (,,[ 2 is known to exist, then the other must exist and there is

equality between the two limits. We shall refer to this statement as the "L--Lyapunov-Tauber

Theorem.

" %e introduce the linear manifold N,2 in H,, as

N>2 = IbE H,, either 4 , .,, or 4 11,, exists I.

and the linear operator 14,t N'-11,, given by

14,,=14,}(= 14 ,h,. N

remaining mindful of (i) when working with 4,2 On the basis of the remark made in §4.2 and the
obv ious inclusion N, C N, we anticipate discovering that N, is dense in I,, the latter result will also
follov, from Corollary 6.7 iii and Corollary 6.1 1, in a more direct manner An alternate characterization
of N,' is to be found in Corollary 8.3 Of course, 4 is an extension of' 4

-. It is important to note the incluions on, ( I 6 (.11 ) for (b I,, and 4 ti (i . K) for

(h 7 N,-. \Ahi,,h follo, from (i) (ii) ind (ii). (iv), respectively

The following statement is of the form of an a priori regularity theorem for solutions of certain

Fredholm integral equations of the second kind in II, for which we will find a use on several occa-
sions

4.4 Lemma

Let A' denote one of the operators ± K, t A +t K, or ± -  on II,. If d)E II,, is such that
h + A',b ((I). then the inclusion bE C(U') must also hold.

Prool It is easy to see that k is an operator with a weakly singular kernel' in fact, its kernel is of the
form ,,( .x )' k- v 2 ", with 0 </3< I and A',, continuous on I x I'. In Ref. 16. Theorem 8.6.1,

# -' Mikhhn procs that the inclusions bE L, U)and (I+k )hE ('( U) imply bE ('(C ) when L, is a
bounded open set in I" and k is an integral operator on L,( U) with weakly' singular kernel of the
form K,, ix, ic) -- v !'. wherein 0 < (t < n and A' is continuous on U x LU. lie implies [16, p 372]
that the same proof, miuatis mutands, serves also to substantiate the present Lemma, in which the
underlying measure space is the two-dimensional manifold I' of class ('2, with the measure A, I)ne

"'" "' can .heck thai this is indeed so We shall let this su'fice for the prool

5. A FAMII.1 (OMPLETE IN H.

We shall find it essential, From the standpoint of the existence result which is our first aim. to

know fI he cxistence of a set that is complete in If,, and intimately related to the operator . + K'in ,i

sense to he .,pecified Moreover, it will turn out that any particular Lmily of' this sort can serve in the
construction d solutions Accordingly, here wc shall set down the properties required of such a famil,.

o. subsequently remarking on the well-established existece ob collec:tions of this sort

14
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". 5.1 Notation

Throughout, lu,,}.= shall denote a (countable) family in W(11,.K) such that Iv, is com-
plete in H, and (for convenience) linearly independent. Then the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
procedure (cf.. e.g., [191), when applied to ju,'}i generates an orthonormal basis for II,, Thus,
there exists a collection (a,, LI = 1 ... , n,n = 1.2,.. .1 C G such that for the family, {,, C 14 (Il ,K)

defined by

a,,v,, n = 1.2 . 5 1)

the corresponding collection {t,, 2]=l of Neumann data is orthonormal and complete in It,,

5.2 Remarks

(a) Since the terminology is not standardized in the literature, we shall state explicitly that the
completeness hypothesis for It),,, requires that 0 be the single element of /I,, that is orthogonal to
St,' Of course, an equivalent condition is that ({2Li be "fundamental." or "closed," in I/_
i.e. , that the collection of all linear combinations of finite numbers of elements selected from the fain-
ily be dense in /I,

(b) We show in §6 that the families lo, l and It,, 2 + BV, 1},21. are also complete in H.

Note that, e.g. , Ii,,[ l'i .> will not in general be orthogonal in t,,

5.3 Examples

Various investigators have identified specific families possessing the properties required in §5 1.
e.g.. Muller and Kersten 1201, and Limi 1211.

(a) References 20 and 21 gi%,e conditions on a sequence ( k,, )I' of points in 1 that are sufficient
to ensure the completeness of I E,. in /1,

(b) Let 11 be connected. Let 0 lie in i and coincide with the origin of a spherical coordinate

system. Define the family 1 I m =-...,I.I 0.1,2,._1 of' 'outgoing spherical K-wave functions"
i IRn"101 according to

vi(x): h,' (K IxI) P " (cos 0, sinlmi, .M < 0 (52)
rIcos m0 , M .n ) -

in which k l ,t, ,,, ) are the spherical coordinates of % ;), h, is the spherical Ilankel function o
the first kind and order I. and P, is the associated tegendre function t"on the cut") of order A and
degree I [22]. B selecting any conenient hijection (I.m)-n iif Im) m = /. .. I = 0.1.2.

4- '. onto the set of positive integers., we obtain a family I t,,}1., 14 ( I ,.Kt In Ret 20, it is shown that

I ', , 1 is complete in 1/,. while the linear independence of this set is easll, 'erified it,' . a, in Ref
4, Thus, I fulfills the conditions placed uponI, : in §4 I . when 6 is ,onnee t It should
now hc clear how to construct an example of a fa mil, as in §4 1 when 1 , nit konnetled. h, onsid-
tring the component,, (f- 11 (which must he at most countahl " infiiite in nunhcr,

'A ith the results of §3 and §4 at i ur disp sal. %(: .i1n skch. h a prouid (i the , mipie .ess propert,
Lited in §5 3(hi whi.h differs from that gioen in Ref 201

5.4 Proposition

. With the nitation established in l h i. ifI is .nej, hen I IN r1
S"," / , =0 1, 2. 1 IN sompletc in It,

"*" "..• ' "*'" '* "i."'*',.*" .'%".''--'-*" .: - .. ' -' .' -



Proo IIn Ret 23 the taict, presen ted here in §4 2 and the uniqueness I he ,,nt t or the LLINIL at e te
nior Neumann problenm are used it) shiiw that it I (('and

then " i %e shov, here that the Samne i. pc of airgumient. using instead the result,, In §4 1 and ( orI-
IarN 3 6. er~t:N to sec~ure the present stronger Statemnent

ILet It he oinnected Suppose that / 1 nd 53) hold-, Ihen, iust is in Ret 2-. 'Ae nld
use the well-knovin expanision

v hecrecIin R c I I I,, o ihta in ed h~ rep ci-)Ia.n g h i I 2t 1AitIh t he T)h cri - al I le SS I ti U~ i In an11d the C
are ~titi omple\~ n urnhers. and ciOnn\ rgcnkce properties qid t his series 1() deduce. that I4 : r Must
ianish in ihall contI~fned In 11 I hus, It / I I t~ = U i i i I, onnet. ed and 14 ,;i,, real-anali, Iii

in 11 (lcad' . "4 I = ., ) .k §4 3 ( i I Na I thit t 1$j , - 0) \kth §43 iii
4

. we see: that
I4 if 1 I? , K I a SOI u tit)n lunL I ito R f ) ))Krnd 14 R K 111S hi, (ilrulla 36r%.11 1 "Ing
4 A w nw , vet

( nsequcintlk t and then also I .is .Oiplete in I

Stimilar reisining allowN one it) show that 1 ,, 1 is kontiplete in It as well NN already noted,
wec Shall later show\ how4 %,oipiteness of the latcte Set follows diroetlk from that Of It \, . %( w shall

* . nit pursue the: matter further here

6. RlE M0 NI)ARN -DATIA OPERATFOR

'lii) tar as wec know it this point, the set .. , , I I4 I I N i mrelyt linear ntanitiold In
IsinCe the L(m1plete set 1, lie-, in \11 the Latter is, dense in II ho\we:\r I )ne (it our ohje

ti es i, it) sh0iw that, in ftd,\ AI whit. ItIquit,.lent tI, settling the e\iSicnte question tor the

Neumann pruihle~m ( fur tirst result sass that the linecar maip U, id In M, intoif is at least a

restridiuun (ift (inipajit Oper-ator in // In the prouut (it this 1,itf t. c we ake deL isitse use ,t the

e~isteno~c rtesLllt 1hr the solution1 it the etetriut Neumannril pruihlcnjn it he wAkl% LItSsiL,11 setiC11g, I-u(

cuinnmuiluS Nenmtnn odta

* -. 6.1. Letmma

I here ':\III' A uniq4ue uimpaot linecar 111critt iI IStith th,1t

P'rimii I here -in es\ist it must wl iunlu NPO&d 1 If II 11iti )T1 '(Pei\ I I-k it~

the set "A; dcl ned .ihu us is dense in /

* Nw let 14 denuite a n elemntn (t It~.u \idi ' I' i ili

I : 1 1 4 f I, wheri c f4 I ind (4 ' ntpl hu),t iu N14 14

We co nsider sepairately the two possible ases baised uponl + A

%
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'al Suppose that $'( + • *) 101 the compacine-,s of / then implies that kI K is
de.fed on II, and hounded With [he definition 4 - (I - ' S, we obtain a c.onpa-.t operator for
,hich b I ) follows from Ib 2

(h) Suppose that .,t t % e remark that this obtains it K is an eig.n ,aluc for the

,i)richlet problem for - in I I "I Let P denot. the operator of orthogonal proc.tion upon

".+I K* ) to achie',e our purpose. Ae shall produce compact 41 tnd A on II such that

Pu 1-= 43 13)

and for each u E 14 (if1, ,

I IQ- Pu (64)

'hen, in - 4 + 4, %&e shall haoe a compact operator satsfy ing (6 ). and the proof shall he com-

plete

\gam ii pcading tAo the I redholnm I heorw e kno'A thati (I1 + and. (I/A havec the samec
h, ic hmcfie I ' I. l ICI , d. . he orthonormal hases for thecse suhsp.tes. rc,,pc .-

,ec I pun rec,illing I cinima 4 4. it is c% ident that each o these base,, is a subset I ( I

,h I ) I stece of 4 I-rnom the oher' ation just made. for each k , . .X \&c knO, that

thers t (,I_). the (unique) eakl\ classical solution of LR ? " 0.K). the Neumann problem \,ith

hunditr, data (b f)1" ( '( I ((11 . ), satisfies (2 3) in Q . and 2 4). Ahilc ,+ *" exist,, and
.qual, .10 t' ,' . 12 theorem 3 N,) In particular, 1: )* (14 M .. K lor each k ,o ( irillar 3 3
an) he applied to wkrlte

%k ith the later equalte,. i)ur o)biect:. e is quickl\ realized. for nov,

Nhe t =clinitiln

r_-." Lu. a A unitc-rank, and theretore m p .. iperator on \k ith (b 3) hiilding

Sh 2i Ibiscn,e (0 4 I Jere. Ac ermpi,, a strateg, applied b% K I N\tkmm '41 l)elinc the

7rIi . rink (,pr,,air / ,n i h,

.'. It: d,2 '!. •I /t (NI

° I N. : ,.! .,h,,v, !,ht k 1 '1 .- lnpc.ti'c it 1i, /, I 1 ~ ~ i / If /A,
, I ... . /. A i/~! K * ,, i/ A A ll lh,., v hi h th I / I /A,\ I

Si. n Numns .A hi h irl.k repceR,ek

% V,, = A6-

Ik 1"
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and

< 1,0 * > = 0, A I....d.

Thus0, I = i , K + L is injective. Since / + 1. is compact, I/ + + L I is defined on
H,, and bounded Now, since I - P is the (self-adjoint) orthogonal projection operator upon
"(I - *)- , directly from (6.5) we get

L(I - P) / =0, / E H,,,

while (6.2) gies

(/ + p")(1 - P11ui 2 
= (1 + K' u11

2 = u 2 , E 4 (1, IK)

whence

(I+ A L) - P)u11
2 = Su,, 2 , u E H(1. K).

Therefore, taking -1, := (1 + + L 1S. (6.4) follows, and A, is clearly compact

We shall resere the symbol 4 to denote the operator constructed in the preceding lemma ()ur
stud% of the generalized Robin problem is based upon the properties of this compact operator, the
remainder of this section is deoted to the development of a number of these properties.

6.2 (iorollar-,

The tolloing operator relations hold.

(I) A q ( I ! =S .( O
4(6It

Proo t Let t ' I t b% the results cited in §4. . 1 i, an element of (11 ( .. K), with I */f =

and I -,' i I / - A/I so. k (0 1 .4 1 + .4 (= +/ This proes (66)

tqual' 16 7) follows h, ,imilar reasoning it I E N 2
. then 14 1 H 1 2 . K

S+,H. /n, Applying (6 1), we inter that I iscorrect

A e remark that (6 7) just sa s that the densel, defined operator 414 on N: is bounded. it,
unique ontinuous extension to all of I is I - A

Rcprec.ntutiun of A arc a,.-il.ihle. in terms oI the partiiUlat orthonorm al hasis i , ,,, , -

stru.ted tron, the lamily 9. " . . ., I in

6.3 I.emma

i i td it, adlo nt 4 * ha the pair,, wn .imlipanion representation,,

(t I m

it i.
w IX

J,:
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.4"- < c > W.IS ill
n-1

in the sense of convergence in the strong operator topology.

Proof: Recall the family { ,,I i1 C Q.+K). generated in §5 from Iv,,}I C 'M(i} . ), vWa the
,'." (Gram-Schmidt process in such a way that v is an orthonormal basis for Ht,- Thus, whenever

I E II,, since A is bounded, from (6.1) we find.. . < . . 4 .
.4'= A <f > . = 4, 2

n=t ~

= < 1,,- : > °,,

while

s .*t = < 4 v .,? tn. < J, lf> " ;

pro,,ng (Q 8) and (6.9).

()b,ere next that <I t .... 2 > An =1.2.

i.,r. v, , .t, ~t:>  = < >, 1." 2- . . .

5h % ( oridlar., 3 3 (onsequently. use of (6.9) shows that

,"
< > 2 .1 < 't, 12, > 'I, 1

= 1,. .2_ (6.12)

is also 'n orthonormal basis for II, it is now easy to see how the validity of (6.11) fol-
I,w, (rim (6 12) and the houndedness of .. by easoning as in the proof of (6 8), while (6.10) results

- tr .i i. imputation similar to that which gave (6.9)

Perhips it is of inlerest to Isolate the facts underlying the strong convergence of the series in
It, 8 t( I, 1I). ohser'e that the sequences of terms in (6.8) and (6 11) are not generally orthogonal.
'A e (not the ea'., prjro ol the following corollary of the proof of Lemma 63:

6.4 (orollar.

I he ,cqtc c i ,: > . lie-, in 1, t r each I I,, The series , . converges

-,ronglk l in // Ahcncecr , ,. I '

" Rt.tirning io the midn line l 'oIe,cllopment. we p(oint ut the simple contction hCtwcen .4 and

6.5 (orollar.

" : i for cth 1: II (0 13)

1Prm , I his i, in imnietllt cOnSCquetCIICe (A (6 8) And (6 I )

re- -A



I he precceding statemeoLt an c\telsiufl of (0 12). sa i> that A* performs the Neu.rnann-to-

Mr-4I )itc hlet -datad mappi ng tort he d)lLIIOn 1)1 .onjugates ()I elemnents of'f III . K) which ire si aunIins
f'or the operator A~ + K

I he tolto()\ing fact and it-, consequences are fundamental for our later reasoning

6.6 Lemma

14 it I Ill or each 1* E H, (6.14)

Proof I hoose am' x it then E, fl . E (4 (QU K). so Corollary 3.3 yields, f'or any E I/_,,

* ~~~ < d: Aj~~ I, I~~ /~',~~i =0, for N =.2_.

Since the partial sumis appearing here con~erge in IIto I and ., respecti%-ely', we can let N o to
coinclude that

f L, 1 .41 =~ 0,

6.7 (orollar

I he t I .ng operati r relat ions hiold

i(/ '-kA-1. = S. (6.15)

ilil 4A A (6.16)

in ~'4 iN nd 4 'A + -*A. (6.17)

i~ -i(Ii LiN nd 1(4 4 I+ A on (F). (6 18)

Proof I Iet 'II [rum (f) 14i. w~e get 4f =A 12 1112 or~ I+k') .4/ .S/, pro~ing (I)
.NOii III) tlI(1s froii and 6h) I lurther, (0 14) also Implies that R42.41 = (4 k4l1," exist,. and

eq.uals I / .A ."hi(,h is, the content of staitemnent (iii) Simnilarl. ) i'. also rollow4s from,
(6 14)

In ( (rillir\ 8 3. in/lru, \Ac shaill show' that //1 4 1 N,; In in% case, the inclusions, 1) §6.7 111 1

express a c.ertaiin "srniiothing" propert of .1 here aire others, Implied ho, §6 7

a 6.8 CoroIlars

-1 rmips L. I i into I, r I and ( I) ito (

P'r v?)If In adit it t) I6 \.,c shaill use §4 1, §4 2 i. and .enina 4 4 Let f I.i then
S5/ o, f' I. o the equalit111% *f -1 A i St.5 implies first thfa t .11 (1 ),i therefo(re.
A *41 ( It( so -It = .i I~ &*If Il I. \erif'oing the first statemnent In addition. %c discos)er

__ that k&4/ (I it if ( I I Thus. "hen 1 1,11'). the inodusion .%I (~i)til~ and
-. shoi.4s thait / '. ( I t'i as, %4 ll

With the: information connerning I htit has heen gaithered to) this point, ~ .ii esantine the gen
Seral fIrmr (i0 e lemne nts o)I ( II. Ki

20)

% %" JO.~ ~ a a ~ ~ ad .
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6.9 Theorem

i) Let t E i,. )efine (), in 1. by

(FV := I L2i - W ±Ai (619)

Then
(a) (), E W(fl ,K), with

lim
and (p 12 := EE0'D, -N, = Af in H, (6.20)

lim
2D 1. := vc0 v * ((grad ,) Nj = f in H,, (6.21)

the convergence in (6.20) also holding pointwise X, -a.e. on IF-

(b) if f E LI), so that A ( (E ('), then (), , (EH(I), and the convergence in

(6.20) is uniform on F, i.e.,

(F, Ir = Af (6.22)

(c) if f E C(F), then the convergence in (6.21) is uniform on F, i.e., (D, exists, and

,.Ft( = f (6.23)

(d) if f E C(IW), then (V, E C( (.

0(i) Ifu E W(fl+.K). then u = ( ,.

Proof: (i.a) The properties of single- and double-layer potentials in il , and the form of definition

S(6.19) show that (F, is real-analytic and satisfies (2.3) in fi _ as well as the radiation condition (2.4).

Moreover, using the results cited in §4.3, we compute, with (6.15),

(D, If = I- (SS - (-I + K*)ASI = I ((I + KRAf - (-I + K')Af

= AfJ

while from (6.17) we conclude that (, exists, with

06 2 1{(! + K)f- W2.Af) - 21(1 + K)f - (-I + K)f)

( - +

Thus, (F, is also L 2-regular at F, and (6.20) and (6.21) are correct. The pointwise-convergence asser-

tion is clear.

(ib) Now suppose that f E L_(F): then V,[f ( E CH(l+ (by the statements in §4.1) and the

result §4.2.v says that also W+(Af} E (' 1 (l+), since the inclusion Af E ('h(iFW follows from Corol-

lary 6.8 Thus, (D E C,(fl -). Use of (4 1) and (4.3) (instead of (4 5) and (4 7)) with 16.15) shows

that the limit in (6.20) is uniform and, of course, (6.22) is true

Iic) Now suppose that / E (l) then [V/1 ,! = (I + KA] by (42). and (618) tells us that

4 IA f}' exists and equals (-I + K)/ Statement ( ) follows directl Irom thcsc a'hcr.ation,

21
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(i d) Let I C W IV): then V. I EC', ( ) by §4.2. v, while .4.1 C C' (I) by Corollar bS, so

§4.2.vi gives if .JAi E (E C 1,( . The inclusion claimed in (d) clearly follows.

(ii) Let u E ifI (1 , K): then u ,2 = Au,2, so the equality u (1)". is just a restatement of the

conclusion of Corollary 3.4. -

Theorem 6.9 implies that the mapping u h- u.2 carries K4 (1? K) onto II,, (so that the map Is in
fact a bijection) and also shows how to represent each element of if(11, K) in terms of its Neumann
data alone. Already this theorem affords us the ability to deal with the Neumann problem

-*ER (gO K)I, for any, g E /I, the appropriate statement shall be subsumed as a special case of' the
results for the Robin problem, to be given in the next section. For the present, we are more interested
in securing the following fact.

6.10 Corollary

Let , E Z.. Whenever f E t/, and f 0.

-"-" / < .41 f > < 0 (6.24)

Prool : let /be i nonzero element of I,,. For the function 4P, E ([) Q K) given by (6.19), we
ie ha (I), - = .41 and 4), 2 = /. In particular, 4), cannot vanish in ) +, since f 0. Therefore, using

Corollary 3 , A~e must have lm < 4V,,2 (P, 2 > < 0, which is just (6.24).

Note that (6.24) can be rewritten as Re < -iA I' > < 0. so that the operator -i.4 is dissi-
i.•.""- "pati',e if C /. Z

6.11 Corollar,,

A and . are inecti'e operators. In particular, ;fA I and.2(4*) are dense in tt,,.

Proo I The injective property of .4 follows immediately from the statement of Corollary 6 1). then
that of A* is a consequence of Corollary 6.5. The second statement is noA, clear. sm.c
. (A )- = . (4 *) .. (, ")- = W(4 I. '

6.12 (iorollari

t,'r , n . i ly .. r ,' as in §5, i.,., which lies in It ( 1 . K) and is suCh hat ,,.., i, , -
plete in ',the famil o, 1

2L, is also complete in I/,,.

Prool If I < II, and < ft),,1
2 > = 0 for each n, then < .,,,,, = for each n so -1

Therefore. f = 0. -

W.e have already observed that the dissipative nature of i, B implies that ER (., B K) .an ha.e
at most one solution for any H_ C ,,. In fact, the same hypothesis provides for the existence of a solu-
tion. as well. this is substantiated in the next section, as a consequence oft the next result The "'strktlI
dissipative" property of -qiA (Corollary 6 10) is also fundamental.

6.13 (orollarN

The perators + + B.A and I/ - BI* are tnectiee Thus. e.ch possesses ,o bounded ins.erse
defined on II

Prif Suppos c that I C I1 and ', / + / 0 tresp, (I + BI A = (1 1 hen (2 2) go,,e,

.":°" ,) " <,/, i! ! > A BA I. { t ,I > - Im <'.  B A'l I .AI ">- 0-'
-'fin/'" .ll.f ,> Ilo <I ,/ 'III, > Ito hK:_ BI4f, .> 0

/r,. A B /A > Ini B A *I

22
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1L!, Ou iaI 0 I ShO( ,. thAt ,uch .in ncuuaity can hold only when 0/ (. 1hu,, / + H.+t [I - B *
,, tn.cSince H I (B'.4 is compact, the second part of the statement no", follow. from the
rcdholmi hcors

lmmediatel,. se discover turther classes of complete families in f,:

6.14 Corollar

1or any family , > as in §5, ie., which lies in (fl ' K) and is such that Iv,,,),,o is corn-
plete in it. the collections It,, + Bv,,[ , and {V,. + B*V,, 1I,o,= are also complete in H,,.

Proo I For any I E t, and n = 1,2.... we have

< +., .t+ Bv,,, 1
2 > < f. (I + BA)v,,,- > = < (I + A*B*)f, v,,,2 >

< ,, + BR,112 > = K f(I + B'A'),, 2 > = < (I + AB) ,,.,2 >

I he dc,ircd conclusions can be drawn from these equalities, since I + A*B* and I + AB are injective
,ihn ith / HA and I + B*.4, respectively. .

.or the concise formulation of a continuous-dependence assertion to be given in 7. we shall
introduce a topology for i1 ( fl , K) that will make the latter into a locally convex linear topological
space [or this purpose, we first note that, since 1in K > 0, there exist sets of positive numbers
-, . (K r,, and in,(K)l,,= such that, whenever a is a 3-index,

E (x;y)Ij- in, (K) I -3, x ;
.i - XI ,

dlld,,, 2 l 3

, . ,.. (X _V < (K) x- E " x R E v E I',x ; y

,me can easily check that this is so. Consequently, with the notation introduced in (6.19), we can
rcadil conclude that there exist positive numbers {M,, (K)},,1 such that, for each f E H,, each 3-index

a.nd each x E 1 , writing

"d1  (x) dist (x, I') in 1t Iv - XI

d' O

< !, (K) {x 1 , E1 2 (1 + IA H i (6 25)
-i d' (.v

*.in partiLular. then

1,, = 0 - . as ,) uniformly in r for IT I I. (6.26)

I hu,,. whenever I C 11, is closed in R', each (I),,, f is bounded, .1, IF taking on its supreum
Ni.oreos r. under the same hypothesis on 1, (6.25) also shows that there are positive numbers
:Af, (K I)},, . depending on [ only through dist( F,l), for which

max , I Al, (KI) A - , for each I I, and 3-index (k. (6.27)

I F r 11 [4 (( .. K), we know (hat u - 1); it'f =u s 'o (6 25) to (6 27) t cn be modified to yield
.orrcpmnding ,tatements concerning any such 11.

2.

.. .. . . .- . .-- . -
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Next, let {F} 0' be a (countable) collection of subsets of Q2. closed in IR such that

FCF- CF,C...CF, CF11 IC .... U F, = Q - and F, contains the complement of sonic hall
% "n-i

According to what has been said, we can define a family (Pj,, of' nonnegative functions on

W(f +K) by setting
p, (u ) := m ax( Iu _,, .0 1 1 x E F, , lit I < n } 111628 ) .

I It is a simple matter to verify that each p, is, in fact, a norm on 14(11. K) (so that the famil, is cer-

tainly separating). Thus, using a familiar construction (cf., e.g. , [251), {p,, ,= induces a locally conex

*. topology on if(f ,M; K) with respect to which the linear space operations are continuous. since p, p, .

if n < tr. a local base at 0 for this topology is given by the collection i,, ,>, wherein

"U,, : o E 1( ;K) p,,(u) < . n 1.2 (629)
J

The topology is metrizable. since the local base displayed is countable. Htenceforth. all topological

statements concerning 14 ( .K) shall refer to the structure just introduced. For example, it is clear
that a sequence I u,,),_ in lf (12.• K) converges to u,, E 14 (it K) if for each 3-index or, (u... ),i

converges uniformly to u.,,, on each subset of 11 , closed in R 3. The following simple result should be
interpreted in the light of the latter statement.

6.15 Proposition

With the notation of (6.19), the mapping f - , is continuous from H. onto W M2l K).

,*. Proof It is easy to see that a linear operator L X W- +Q, K), wherein (X, I-1 I) is a complex

normed linear space, is continuous i/f there exist positive constants {.AlML I such that
S p, (L I) < V, , I for each I E A' and n = 1,2,. Now the conclusion of the proposition fol-

lowks from (0 2Y. in ',iew of the definition (6.28). z.

7. EXISTENCE. (CONTINUOUS-DEPENDENCE, AND REGULARITY RESULTS ""

'A With the preparation provided in §6. the existence question for the generalized exterior Robin

problem can he rapidly settled.

7.1 Theorem

S[()r e,.h v /, problem ER (g IB;K) is solved via the function u.:= (18, .e.. by

-1 1,, i. n which /, is the unique element of H,, such that (i+BA )f =g. ,

Proof (hoos e - Using Corollary 6 13, set .1 ,:= (I+BA) ig, and construct (V, as in (6.19) B.

Theorem 6 9. 4) , ( .. K). while

4) ,,- :+ BI,, (I+BA)J, = g.

We already know that there can exist at most one such function in 14"(11 ,K), so all requirements set

down in §2 4 have been met

C Continuous dependence of the solution function jointly on the boundary-data function g and the

* operator B can be phrased and proven as follows.

7.2 Theorem

-p Recall the linear topological space structure with which R1M ,,K) has been equipped in §6.

Denote by .A(K) the metric space of all bounded linear Blt,,-,11, for which (2.2)2 holds, equipped with

24
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the inherited operator-norm topology. For g H,, and B( K). let ui denote the solution function for

LR (glBK). Let F C 1 , be closed in R'. Then, with I M,(K;F))l= 1 as in (6.27). we have the esti-

*i mates

rlax , ,. )- 145,, (x (X) Al,,, (KF) 'I + AIII 1 + B1 A) I+ ' g1-g1 A

.11 [I4 [' I+ B ,A ) 11I2."11B,- B, 11

+ • IA 11 I I1. (7.1)
I-11 I-Il(I+B1 A) I.I l B2- Bill

holding Ahcnccr o is a 3-index. g and g.-H,, and B, and BE.-(K) with H B,- B111 <

A1 i (I BA) H . Thus. the mapping (gB) 0 uk is continuous on H,, x (K) into
1
U.,K)

Proof Let be a 3-index, and choose g 1, g 2 E H, and B1, B, E.((K). Since
B

u =K 1,2. we obtain from (6.27)

.na,.', . )- t, , (K;F) I 1+ IIA II}' I(+8 A ' 2  -(I+BA 'gi (7.2)

Meanwhile.

(I+BA g2 _ (I+BA)'g H
-'."g2 - (I+B 1 A) II II. (7.3)

Now, since

when we suppose further that [II/+BA ) ' lBj- B,1 A I K I. we come easily to the estimate

(1-*B.- ) (1+8IA l (I--BIA 1 11 BI-B, 11~I A 11 )n+l *(I +B1 A H
K-n-'

iI(I+BA) -~ ji-i(+BI.4 1l 112/8A '11 B2- BI Im l "  (7.4)m!'

•~1 '11' A 11A(J'II+BIA) IB,-B,

Combining (7.2). (7.3), and (7.4) produces (7.1), under the stated hypothesis on IB2- B, II.

To verify the final assertion of the theorem, select ' E,(//,, and B E,/(MK). Let UC 1 (Ql : 1 be a

neighborhood of u and choose N so large that ui", + U, C U, wherein UN is. of course, to be

obtained from (6.29). In view of the definition (6.28). now (7.1) shows that we can find h t > 0 so'

that u -, - 1 L',, whenever g2E/],, and B,.Y(K) with (I v- g lI<h . IB -B,!I < min

(F-". I . (I+B4A I i. whence u 2(U under the same restrictions. We conclude that the

map (g.B) 11 H is continuous at (g1,B,).

The regularity of the solution function for ER (g I BK) depends upon the regularity of both g and

B. We shall be content with a listing of the most obvious hierarchy of results in this direction,

although it is likel that a more penetrating analysis would yield finer conclusions in the presence of

some additional h ,pothesis ,n B (for example, if B were assumed to he an integral operator).
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7.3 Theorem

For gE HI,, u, denotes the solution function for ER (gIBK.

(i) For any g E H, u, takes on its Dirichlet data , -a.e- in the sense of normal approach to I.

more precisely,

lim
19 u11 = E-O u, , A, -a.e. on F,

(ii) if B maps H, into L (I'), then u,, E Ci(l+-) whenever gEL (i)

(iii) if B maps H,, into ('( '), then u,.,( exists whenever gE C(I ), whence u, is weakly classical,

(iv) if B maps H,, into C11('). then u, EC'(1 -) whenever gECu (I') in particular, u, is a classi-
. cal solution if B and g fulfill these conditions.

Proof: We have u, =( , = I V+ I - W4, IAf 1, in which .I = g - BAlK. Statement (i) follows
2 '

immediately from the pointwise-convergence assertions in §4.3.i and §4.3.iii. If B'E L.- (I') for each
SE H I /,,, and gEL_(I'), then also f EL,(I'), so u, E C (1+, ) by §6.9.i.b, proving (ii). In a similar

manner, (iii) and (iv) result from §6.Q.i.c and §6.9.i.d, respectively. 7.

8. CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

We have seen that the construction of the solution function for ER (gIBK) (gE H,,) can be
effected by finding the unique f, E H,, such that (I+BA)(' = g, and then determining A./j in the case
B = 0 (the Neumann problem), of course. .! = g, so only the seLond task need be addressed. In any
case, it is important to observe that it suffices to know Af, alone, i.e., that f need not be explicitly
computed, for,

I f
(Fig (x) = -- ( E,'.!,, - Eg.Af, d

= 4 12 tE .g- E.BA/f - E,'.Af, IdA r

I f g (BE, + E,).AfjIdA, xE!
2 , .

We shall discuss three approaches to the problem of computing Afg: formulation of boundary-operator
equations, orthonormalization, and formulation of generalized moment problems. We shall also show
how (Di can be approximated by use of appropriate approximations for g.

Formulation of Boundary-Operator Equations

Here, the objective is the replacement of the original operator problem, involving I + BA, by one
in which A does not appear (i.e., in which only "computable" operators occur), which always possesses
a unique solution, and the solution of which provides an algorithm for computing
Af, (= A (/ + BA )-g) whenever gE H0 . By studying the operator relations available in §6, one dis-
covers two semisystematic procedures for carrying out this program. Accordingly, we shall give two
reformulations fulfilling the requirements imposed. In fact, the results are essentially extensions of
boundary-integral reformulations already discovered for Neumann or Robin problems in various con-
texts.
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I he first reformulation. corresponding to the results of' Ret's. 3, 4, and 17, is described in the fol-

* lowing Statement

8.1 Theorem

()rre5)4oninto~ i. each g E H_,, there exists a unique (bE N,2 such that

+ 4 SB )h = Sg (8.2)

and

Ml- -A: 4,Kf 8 K - A.1 (8.3)

this element is iust (h, = A ( + BA.) 1 g Ift'~ is injective [resp.. if I- K* is injectivel then, for

c ach k: tI/,, , (8 2 ) Implies (8.3 ) Iresp , (8 3) implies (8.2)1, so (b is completely characterized by (8.2)

* tIrcsp.. h (8 M) I-or that case.

P'r, i .1I st C Up A.L hain oft equi aleni Statements. i t hrough I,

Since -A is inpecti\,e. (i) is true ill

(11) (/J4.4I')/ = Ag.

Iii turn. 1 (ii is clearly equivalent to

1 (1+, )(+4B) A41 = (+k).4g,'
(/oil- (1+.4H) Al = (1-kA') 4lg.

I rorn (6 io 16 ). (6. 16). and the first assertion in (6 17), we find that (1o ) is equ'. aeni to

AS It 1-A .41 / + .4 K) HAt = A4(o I- K),i.

I inalk, (ince more using the fact that A4 is infective, () I holds 1l/

I4 + IK *+ H.I S

K B- ~ of - A .:

N owA. Ij iiohta ins ill I A B/ i A) and. as al ready noted . .,f (A IC N,2, %he nce t he first state me nt of'

the theorem tollows Next, assumne that / +K [resp . lis injecttve then a string of equivalent

*staitements results, e~ en when the second lresp , firsti eqo);ilihv in each of' (tit, (it). and (I ) is, deleted.

while (0) Still implies the second Iresp .firsti equalitN in () I I he second hall of the theorem is a

* consequence of these observ.ations

R'u~hk . Ihe)reni X I resultedI Irm operating on / * 8 tromi the lelt with an appropriate ilc

ite )perittor It IN reaisonahie to) ask whecther there IS A LUitpart corresponding it) (perin on the

right with a hijeui%'.e (peritor that eliminateNC thle tpp~cIAahC ( *1 ,In (i)w I ( 11Ti1i'11 6 2'. ne11 IN led

it ile WI Ith 0 CtiA I I A) h)n lm1 01 Jd it I henCe CIt AippeiCTs thal~t there Is neeedl in C tenion"I I

Ret1 2. I hecreni" 3-4. he LlUnterpairti t thu Neuinmio problemn t Re! 2. 1 heei 1 13. per-tiining

1tile l)r~~tpf blentl 'Ind .111- i i,., . Ret Kc 26, the tonipiei relereruesN cant he Iond in Ret 2

spcit.il\."e il te llwii esult, the prI~ ( I whkh iOtuath eivilj)1% .irgLilnN usedCk In the

prit (if Ret 2. 1 he~reii 1 1
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8.2 Lemma

Suppose that ! \A. with Irn ; 0I and I.n, Rt K 0 1 hen the operator t K + 14 , (wIth .
domain N:) is injecti,e and maps,/ (A onto /,,

Proof Suppose that I EN: and (/ + 0 + ,0 Set u, [.1I}--1 ,I then
u C ;4 t It ,K. ),while u sattsties (2 3) in 12 and is /.,-regular at F The condition on / shows that
14 0. whence Corollary 3 5 implies that u, = 0, and so also S/ + I ( I + A) i = o)
Thus. for 4 . we get

7 12 S/ + (I+K)t = 2o;1

'I I , 1, 21

t pon ,tpp ing the - Case of (3 8) taking u there as i and it as t we find

f -01. f ' + grad u dA = -44 f IiK A,

so
1rn

I - K) -0 il dk = 4 I t I o . dA,

just as in the proot of' Corollar, 3 S, we deduce that u (l.ll I . and the lirnit appearing is just the
integral of t o xer it Consequentlv,

-Ir( RiIKf 'i , = 2 Imra >f I dx .

But Il/.:> (. Irr RCK > 0, and IMK), so / = 0. Thus, we ha%,e shown that t 4 A + . i,
lniecti e Clcarly, then, the same assertion concerning (I + K + t 14 ).4 1 defined on I/,, I is ,alid
(recall that , , iniectL e and A).4)C N ), C while, with (6 17), we find

I A A : , = 1 + K) 4 +(- I + : = - - K + I 4

With the compactness of K and A4, the [redholm Theory says that (/ + A + $ :)4 maps IH. onto It,
The proof i,, complete

\Ae shall make a momentary digression to point out a rather intriguing implication of the facts lust
pro\,en

8.3 Corollar,

-S/;i.4 = N,:

Proof. e already know that R(A C N,- Let I N: choosing an £v I-f as in the statement of §8 2. we
know that there exists (a unique) /1,,Q(4 such that (/+ L 

4 )/, = K + A +o14:,)t
I + K + 14 is inlective, so 0/ 4

cmaeihes2a Returning to the reformulation prohlem, a second scheme .an now hc suhstantiated. one should
.,,,,,.compare wi th Ref's 2 anti 6
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8.4 Theorem

Let E (1r. %kith fmi ve ) and In, 'K F ) [hen

I'= (I+B.4 )I+K+4.142  on N:. (84)

.o the operator on the left in (8 4) is in.ect'i e and maps its domain N 2 onto I1, Further, whenever

..,, and t, is the unique element of N,2 such that

1I+A+B(S-;II-K°))+; 4 2} g (8.5)
then

(I+BA) I+&+4W) 1 2 (8.6)
and

d.. A411+B.4)' g - (S- (I-K 7 . )) /. (8.7)

Proof By means of (6.6) and (6.7), for IE N,.

(1+B.4) (+A +A 14,1 ) / = (/+K )+BSj +C4 11 + B (-1+K*),.

-eritfing (84) Now the first statement of the theorem is obtained by recalling Corollary 6.13 and

Lemma 8.2 Let g E H. and suppose that 1', is the unique element of N, such that (8.5) holds: then

18 4) implies that (8.6) must hold, and (8.7) is derived, in turn, from (8.6) with the help of (6.6) and

16 7)

Orthonormalhzation

Here, we shall derive a representation for the operator A (1--BA I that reduces to (6.8) when

B = 0. For any family {v,1u'-I C K ( 1,;K) as in §5. we have seen in Corollary 614 that the

corresponding set (K,:= V, -+Bv I (I+BA) v,;,1  is complete in I,. The latter family is also
% s

linearly independent, for. if we should have . c,, w = 0, then the element j:= (', 2 of It,, satis-
77- . =I 'I = I

fies + B.4)I = 0, and so I = 0. With the linear independence of 1i,,,}1>.we must have

=. = = 0. Therefore. the Gram-Schmidt procedure can be applied directly to I,,>. i.e.. we

can find h, = I. nn = 1,2 ...) such that 1 1 ,7 i is an orthonormal basis for 14,,_ wherein

n

'" ,= h, . n = 1,2 (8.8)

)efining 1VI,%I C K4(l,K) by
"." (8.9)

,p 7.: E b., v, , n = 1,2 ......

of course we have

;v,, (I+BA) . n = 1,2 .(

If B = 0. this reduces to the orthonormalization effected in §5, since then w, = o,, for each n, so we

may suppose that , = i,, for each n in that case. Now, for any g E H,,, we find

(I+BA) 'g= (I+BA) <g, >vw, > w <g, ,>v ..

and so
A (I+BA )-'g - < g, , > ,l l

n-1

To summarize the development to this point, we have proven:
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8.5 Proposition

Let 1v,, be any family as in §5. 1, and i , an orthonormal basi-, for H, g.ncr.itcd fron thu
complete and linearly independent family w,:= +,, +ia the .ra,-Schmidt prccdurc.
that (8.8) holds. Define {,}- i C W ((,1 K) as in (8.9). Then 1

(I+BA) = < > V. (8I)

and

.4(I+BA) = < ,i,, > ,n (8.12)

with convergence in the sense of the strong operator topology.

Having the latter statement, one can use (8.12) with the last form of the solution for ER (K BK)
given in (8.1). Alternately, using the first form in (8.1) and both (8.11) and (8.12), we compute, for
any g, H, and .vE 1 ,, using the strong convergence,

*.0

-I j {E, (I+BA)- g- E, A(i+BA ) j d"

f - E 12) .

E, 2 E Vd-'<g,'>Ur

= .< g, V, > ,(x) "

the latter euuality following from Corollary 3.4. One can proceed in this manner to consider partial
derivatives, and error estimates can be derived in a straightforward way, producing a direct proof of the
theorem that we are about to state. We shall omit most details of the proof, since the major portion is

A subsumed by the more general construction through approximation of the boundary data, to which we
shall presently turn. The series development given here is a generalization of that derived in Ref 20
for the classical Neumann problem.

8.6 Theorem

Let C ,,} cH,, and {i,,}1 C W(M K) be families constructed as described in §8 5 let
gE t,,. Then the solution function of ER (gIBK) is given in 11 , by

U , := t4) < g ", w ,, > (, 8 1 3 )
+ B

the series converging in 1011 ,K). Thus, all partial derivatives of the solution function can be corn- ,?
puted via term-by-term differentiation of the series in (8.13), and each series so derived, as well as that 1,)"

. in (8.13), converges uniformly on each subset of l , closed in IR1 in fact, if I is an such set and (t is
any 3-index, then, with {M,(K-F) }- , as in (6.27),

max lu ,,(x) - < g, i,, > i,,.,,(x)

i4M,,(K-,F)(+IIAII.1I(I+BA) '11.{Ig I F- I<,,,> g4> F n=l,2 ..... (8 14)

Finally, the pointwise convergence in (8.13) and in each differentiated series is absolute
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he II ht in i. ItI l ; : iss' c . II ' n I h t th not to l tiA I 11 I heurern X X ;rntra I I t oii .nq cnffl Ifg

[the ih.Lute O)\CgCeIl'C M the scTic's in) I", I Ni and those ohtained tri-m" iciiih\ terl ditteretiitvin

B°4'.' }{ut sin If ' i: ' , 1 1 . I I h.h wil he I inseq ute:n r c (t I he 1iL e dCIfing I c 111h11,

8.7 Lemma

, L I he onstructcd as in § I hen, Ahcne er o is a 3-index and k. 12 the sequence
:- . .. I P ,, it I , an elermentl of 1,

-'ror ( hoose: i i. 'uth IS 10), we get

fi = B I, i I 41 E-, 4I+HA) I ',},'

•o4 ni. " I, irlh r rnimal in t the lerma is true for a () 0. 0) ()h%,ious1k, one .an proceed in

-. imilo[ minnlci thi ih partial dctiatwcs, which can each he computed hi dittercntiaiting under the

nlei'ad displa'i d 'iho '.

-H,,idaru D)ara -1ppru \imitoti

I he prccdlrtg i)rthi mi irniali/aiion construct on works essential l because we had a\ailahle a

,Cqs u nc . I U., IIn $ II? K. ) .t-. the partial sums < o . K- > , , . such that ( B4 ) u, .'- ,

in // I ,, ti Then the sequence iuts)," itelf converged in 4 ( 11..K) to the solution function for

I-R L, H.K ) 1hat this alwa s happen,, is a direct consequence of the continuous-dependence estimate,
in

8.8 Theorem

lect i let (iu,, he a sequence in 14 M ,.K) such that Mf/tA )u, u, + Hu, K
, n,.crge, in 11. to u, let u, denote the solution function for ER(KIB,). Then (ut,,," converges to

i4, n 4 ( .K) In fact, i f 1 , a suhset of 11. that is closed in IRI, a  is a 3-indc . and if,,iK.f)f -

i, as in (0 27i. then

'd ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 xf.X Id., ) - 14", .,x ) ,

< .f ,,/f ).{ +II1A I}-iI (/+B4) III , Ig-(I+B.4)u,, " l , for n = 1.2...... (8 15)

Proof Choose a posttiie integer n: Since u, is the solution function for ER(I +B84 + HA B'K) the

inequalities in (8.15) result directly from Theorem 7.2. Since llg-(1+BA )u,, 11-0 as n-00o it Is

clear that the convergence of (u,),.- to u, in W(I, K) follows in turn from (891)

4O Observe that, when gE ,,. if we take u, = < . >i,, n = 1.2 .. then (8 10) shows that

~I K - + HA 14, -' 1 1 - .< k '. K,, > 1.4 -

,= -I 11 1 2 < .2. ..,

I his shows that (8 14) follows from (8 15). essentially completing the proof of I heorem 8 it
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I he more .mmon terninologs fur this approach is the "null-field method", f.. ,.g.. Refs. 23 and
2'. and the originating work of \,katerman [281 The idea underlying this technique consists in the
attempt to recapture the unknown field on I, in the present case A (I+ BA) ig, from the knowledge of
its "moments," or inner products,, with respect to the elements of a tamily complete in I/,. Our pur-
pose here is merel io identifl the form of such a moment problem appropriate to the generalized exte-
rior Robin prohlem Specificall>, the desired statement appears as:

8.9 Theorem

As in §5, let C 1it .K)i Iv.th complete in H,,. Let g E /I. Then

< 4I+BA1 g. r,, +B V,, 1 2 > < g,Vt,11
2 > n 1,2, (8 16)

and. moreoser. 4 I+BA ) i,' is the unique element of I/,, possessing the property (8.16)

Prof B, Corollary 6.14. ' V, ', t B t2, is complete in H,, so that there can exist at most one
//,, ,u,:h that < I.,-+B S ,, 1 > = < 2 > for each n. On the other hand, we compute.

recalling (orollary 6.5.
~< At +H4) I.'v IM, v l >

< 4(I+B.4I 'g,(I+B*A*)-U, 2 
>

Z.', < i:, (I+B,4) I*A'(I+BA4) V 2 >

' g (I+.4B*) /(i+4 *B*) Av 2>

= < gtI, 11
2 > n = 1.2,..

lhus. the unknown held .1il/-B.4 I g is completely characterized by the equalities in (8 1).
e,.en it. .a H. = I) and K is a Dirichlet cigenvalue for -A in 11 . Therefore, the reformulation
expr, s,cd l I heorem 8 '. like the preceding ones, can afford an algorithm that will be valid uniforml.
inI K I C hk hlh i, free )f the need for a priori knowledge of values (f K at %which the numericial schemc
w ill fai

In ',,ti. . i he imklu,iin id l heirem 8 9 for the Neumann problem ( when H (It has been lir-
n"'r.I',) ..C h, h, •,cletint g , imnc lami l i , C tt., . choosing a posiiti e integer .A a.sum ng ,in

ipprin i, tnl,, ir -I' ,it the form , ," i, . and determining the tcoefflicients sii that the first

\ e:t.. ItM,.- Al iX 16)i h(ld wlhcn Ai: is rcplaced h, the sum (assuming that the pertinent \ h -

m atrix I nnCT' pridu(.it, i imsingLirl I ident) . there have been gien t(i this daic in the litCr,iture
C" "".  ,I[ L r'  ,[10,1 Isesl i lie qu stli ins I ti ns ergenn.e a o,o atctd with ui,.h a s , cther il the

,rni t , i A ._ rtcria ti, he tltillced h% the t lanil, , ()r lIi a spL itiK S u h lIil , Noile.ipt
tt, C iL0d,11, matters will he mide here

9. IMPI.I( AUIONS FOR THE' IIRI(II.E1 PROBIEM

LI et Us insicder what can he said concerning

9.1 [he Fterior Dirichlet Problem [)(g o0:

I e , , show that there exists precisely one u,' 4(! .(it K) Such thit

= . f9 I
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(11 0ourse. ('orollari, 3 implies that .1). )'K) has on .the tri\.ial solution. hut otherwise the state
kit .0ottrs here is not neari, so nice as for the Rohin problem I:,'dently. 1. ( Q,K) is the "wrong"
space in which to pose the D)irichlet problem if line insists on requiring that the houndari condition he
fulfilled in the 1.-normal-trace sense Put another wa , it is too much to expect that there exist a olu-

tin oM LI) .7,Ki for each i.tI II that also has a ,ormal derix ati\,e on F in the L ,-sense The next state-
Went larLilic, these remark-, and shows that the difficult stems from the compactness of .4

9.2 [heoreni

l)(e K) is sol,.ahle il/g,'N, = .' 4 ), in which case it is so!, ed via the function ,, I)
I

I'r,,,, I c ,i II As remarked, it is clear that [1)(, ,K) can possess at most one solution function If
- 41-) l, then Theorem 09 shows that , P= i F is in 14 (l,.,K). with 1 I = .4.4 g

LI and = 4 : ) Ihus, .- 4 )C p P If ( Q .K) , \A, hile the opposite inclusion between the latter
ets s ( l u., t rom Lemma 0 1 whence i41 = ,1,1 ,P E 11 (Q . K) I With these ohser'ations, the

pri it is i.in/plete

"tn~e -1 is compatt and injecti',e. we knot, that .. 4 ) is properl contained in II,, (although it is
dnc in I n . ce V i inlecti.e). while .4 is unbounded on .4)(.4 ) Thus. in o iew of §9 2. we are
,urt 1hit Iil) ' K) cannot be sol,ed for e\, er i,: ' I,, M orco,,er, to achic',e continuit'. of' the solution
1.11, : -- I. (i n in .4)1 into If 1? .. K) (the latter having the locally convex linear topological space

,,TLJt ,Lre dcs.rihed in §tO, e', dentl), we must equip.) A) with the graph norm induced by .4 i ,i[

A x v, ' e4 ,. .4), under which 4J(4) is a Hilbert space. Then, b't replacing /t, in
1 h I 4). we should arri',e at a well-posed problem Nevertheless. this merely skirts the basic

quCtln cioncerning the e istence of a solution of the Dirichlet problem for an% boundary data chosen
Irim /1, 1 or this, we must enlarge the set in which solutions are sought, posing the problem as

I ci i' ( I,. show that there exist,, precisely one t, (( 1 . ) that satisfies (2 3) in 1 .. ful-
SI ls condition (2 4). and possesses a normal trace on I in the L -sense, with v. =

A k: sh 'I lca',e open the resolution of this problem.

11). FX F:NSIONS

I he cssential properties of the operator .4, in particular -heorem 6.9, proo, ide a means for attack-
inrig lhc ILadi, ()t ctcr r houndary-',alue pri blems for the Ielmholtz equation under boundary condi-
to<,n,, niuch more general than that expressed by (2 6) Indeed. suppose that there is given a mapping
'1' II / / - I iwhi(.h need not be linear in either of its arguments), and consider the problem of
sho li that there exists K Q 1 . *K) such that

' - ''( ., w !1 2) = , ',(10 .1I)

4w.,-) = w , (10.2)

in A hi.h i, If i% is a s.ilutimn. then vi 1I. (cf 6 9 ii) and K., satisfies (10.2). On the other

hand, i h II -,ishies

.",p .. ,h 4 h = ,,,(10.3)

thcr i +, is ir It ) ) is , i lc l a ssoutioin ()f ithe problem posed C nsequentlv, there exist precisely as

r1lnri, s(lUtli s (it thc h(mundaro,-\,,aluc problem t(irrcsponding ti .0 tU.. as there exist solutions of the
et ciator priihlcn in iMl) 3) In this was. tine is led tii cxamine the mlap /I 'I'(h.4h) on I/,, into I/,.

f.

%..
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in particular. aiming at identifying its range and the number of solution,, of 10 3) for each i' in that
[" * range f)! wurse. the Robin problem §2 4 corresponds to the choice / /lI I + HI for '' and

( It0 3) take,, the torm I / +B4i ) h = g the interplay between the dissipative property af* 1-.88 and the

strictly di,,sipatiN, property of -i A yielded, in Corollary 6.13, the bijective property ofI it-A,

whence Iheorem I followed Incidentally. these remarks provide another method far pr ,ing the

uniqueness a,,,,ertion in Theorem 7 i. Ie., we need not have stated Corollary 3.6. The cricial tact is

contained in (orollar\ 3 5. leading to §6.13 through §6.10.

,,As a simple eample immediately suggesting itself. let ',,, -11, be Lipschiti continuous, so

that, tor some 1, > 0.

-..' :: I/,,

Let us supp(ose further that 1,. .4 < I. Then clearly NP, A is a contraction on II,, so there exists.

for each .Q II. a unique h, EI/, E with h, + '4,,(Ahg) g. Thus, there is in this case a unique k in

(I . K), li;. (I, . satisfy ing the boundary condition

,..

W,2+ W4 (wy)

for each iz II

\side from these indications for the treatment of nonlinear boundary conditions, the observations

of this section ha\,e further significance for the problem posed in §2.4. In fact. the proof of the follow-

ing result is nearly immediate.

10.1 Theorem

% Let H t1-I1, he any bounded linear ("perturbation") operator with li B, 1 <

4 ( I-B4) I B satisfies (2.2). as always, but B, need not. Then I+(B+B,,.. possesses

a bounded in cr,,e on II, so, ftor each h (H,, the function u 7:= (1), 1 is the unique element

Of 1, ( Q . .K) ,satisfying the boundary condition

14,17, + (B+B,,) I,/dn;1 = h.

-' iMore(, er, for each I C 1 . closed in ,, with u, denoting the solution of ER (k!HBIK).

nxi, (K I) +A (+ ) h

_-_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 A . 1,,, (,+/-{+It4 I itB, 11~ l.,-k

+ . h l (104)1 , A .II( I+ B,4 I t. I B,,II

holding ftr v.,i + 1I. and an\ 3-index or, with it,, K.)L, as in (6.27).

Proof Sinoc I B + B.-)A I )I+- BA I + (I-- BA) 'B,,.4 1 t is clear from the condition placed upo n
I' B,, that -(B + B,)A has a bounded inverse defined on If,, The first part ()I the theofrem noA

holds in , irtue of the remarks made in the first paragraph (if this section -1 he inequalities in ii)W 4) are

prisen by following the steps that yielded those in (7.1)

I heorem 10 I shows that the errors in predictions made in the basis of approimations to B and

g will he within prescribed tolerances it the approximations are sufficiently accurate

34
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One can no" rcadik %erif that the completeness results and construction techniques gicn earlier
for B can be extended to statements concerning B+B,,. with B. as in Theorem 10 I for example.

':' ' t,, + (B+B .) v,. i 11' ,'. is com plete in I ,"
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